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The Formation of the Imperfective Verb Stem 
in Chadic* 
by Paul Newman 
1. A widespread characteristic of Afr?as~atic la.nguages is the use 
of internal vowel changes ( apophony) to md1cate differences in aspeci 
e.g. th~ opposition in ,the ~a~ian :~rb ?etween i-prus {pretentej 
vs. i-parras (present) to d1v1de . Writmg m 1952, shortly after his 
incorporation of the Chadic family within Afroasiatic, Greenberg 
pointed out similarities between the imperfective form of the verb in 
Mubi (an East Chadic language)1 and his reconstructed Afroasiatic 
"present", characterized inter alia by the replacement of a basic stem 
vowel by the vowel -a-. In 1966, Jungraithmayr documented the use of 
internal -a- in forming the "Habitativstamm" in Ron (a group of 
West Chadic languages) and again raised the question of a possible 
historical connection between this stem and the Akkadian present, 
e.g. Ron (Daffo) mot/mwaat, Akkadian muut/maat 'to die'. This initial 
study was followed by a succession of interesting articles in which 
the formation of imperfective stems by apophony was documented 
elsewhere in Chadic and further explored from various typological 
and historical points of view. Over the past ten years, the idea that 
apophony plays a major role in the formation of imperfective stems 
in Chadic has advanced from a tentative hypothesis to a well-
established, generally accepted part of our understanding of Chadic 
verbal systems. Very recently, for example, Schuh (1976) was able 
to assert without hesitation that the apophonically formed habitual 
verb stem in Ron (Daffo) could be taken as representative of Chadic 
as a whole which in turn was "clearly related formally and 
' ' ' ,, 
semantically to Greenberg's reconstructed Afroasiatic Present stem 
{p. 10). 
The purpose of the present paper is to question this generally 
accepted idea regarding the role of apophony in building the imperfec-
* An earlier version of this paper was presented at a Chadic meeting of the 
Africa Department of CNRS (Paris/Ivry) in October, 1976. . G . 
1 Schuh (1976) correctly identified the language in question as Mubi. ret'llth r 
· Skoe.noe berg had mistakenly labelled his examples as bemg from o or ' 
East Chadic language. 
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'. tern in Chadic. The position I wish to take is that the formation ti>'~ 8 erfective stems by apophony is not an old feature of Chadic, 
of ;;!us that the similarity between isolated examples in Chadic 
n d other Afroasiatic languages is due to accidental resemblance ~ hout historical significance. This claim is based on a reanalysis 
"tchadic materials, in which the examples commonly cited of apo-
\onically formed imperfective stems can be seen to be either (a) a 
p ult of internal synchronic processes not formerly recognized2, or ~)the result of historical innovations of very shallow time depth3• 
1.1. Before presenting the evidence, let me first place the question 
its proper perspective by outlining the four major assumptions 
: which the presently-accepted view of the Chadic verbal system 
·-based. 
(I) FUNDAMENTAL BINARY DISTINCTION BETWEEN PERFEC-
TIVE ASPECT AND IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT. 
All Chadic languages have various conjugational means by which 
" t" " t• " "f t " "h b·t l" t th they express pas , con 1nuous , u ure , a I ua , e c., ese 
rarious categories generally being called "tense" or "aspect". The 
sence of this first assumption is that these various conjugational 
( ategories, however numerous, can be assigned at a higher level to 
one of two classes, Perfective vs. Imperfective. Following the suggestion 
of Jungraithmayr {1974b), I shall restrict the term "aspect" to the 
two higher-level categories, Perfective/Imperfective, and shall use the 
term "tense" for the individual conjugational forms. Thus in standard 
Hausa, individual "tenses" such as the perfect, relative perfect, 
Hegative perfect, subjunctive, and habitual would belong to the 
.. Perfective Aspect'', while the continuous, relative continuous, and 
negative continuous "tenses" would belong to the "Imperfective 
Aspect". It should be pointed out that the assignment of specific 
tenses to one or the other aspect varies from language to language. 
In standard Hausa, for example, the future tense has to be assigned 
1 
One should emphasize that the term "apophony" ( = "Ablaut" = "vocalic 
utation") refers only to morphologically conditioned vowel changes and not 
to vowel changes conditioned by the phonological environment; see Andrzejewski 19
1
751. and Kurylowicz (1958). 
Dia.konoff had prudently warned that semblances of archaisms in Chadic 
iuJd be illusory since "the features in question may in point of fact prove IObeth t . 
e ou come of an isolated secondary development" (1965: 14). 
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to the Perfective aspect, while in the Tibiri dialect of II~ 
1967/68), as in Kanakuru (Newman 1974), the future patte ~~ 
the continuous tense and belongs to the Imperfective aspect. S~iJ "ith 
the Hausa habitual belongs to the Perfective aspect, while~ arly, 
(Daffo), the habitual is the Imperfective Aspect tense par ex: lllll Ron 
ce ence. 
( 2) RELATIONSHIP OF PERFECTIVE ASPECT TO IMPERFEl""rn-
ASPECT SEEN AS ONE OF UNMARKED VS. MARKED. ~qvt; 
The marked nature of the Imperfective vis-a-vis the Perfect• 
( J ungraithma yr 197 4b: 4) holds at both the morphological and sem •~e 
levels4• Morphologically, the Imperfective is viewed as an "ex:ten:,: 
form derived directly from the Perfective form, which is treated 
essentially equivalent to the unmarked verbal base. Semantically t~ 
Imperfective also seems to be the marked category, although' tW: 
assumption has not been discussed. The term "Perfective" is th 
misleading since it implies that the tenses belonging to this ~ 
share the semantic property of completed action, whereas in fact 
"Perfective" is simply a cover term for including everything that ia 
not "Imperfective". Strictly speaking, a pair of labels such as "Non. 
durative" (= Perfective) vs. "Durative" (= Imperfective) - cor-
responding to "non-extended" vs. "extended" at the morphological 
level - would be preferable to Perfective/Imperfective; but for the 
purposes of this pa per, I shall retain the familiar terminology that 
has now become established in the literature. 
( 3) ASPECTUAL DIFFERENCES FORMALLY MARKED B A 
DIFFERENCE IN THE VERB STEM. 
The general idea that used to be held about Chadic was that the 
verb itself was always invariant and that tenses (or aspects) were 
indicated by special forms of the pre-verbal pronoun and/or special 
auxiliary particles and/or by differences in word order. The only 
apparent exception concerned the verbal form used in certain Iangu· 
ages in the progressive tense, but this was easily interpreted as a 
replacement of a finite verb by a verbal noun (nom deverbatif) and 
not as a true inflection of the verb stem per se (cf. Bagari 1971, 
'In Jungraithmayr's 1966 paper, the Perfective was taken to be a marked 
category. This position was explicitly reversed in subsequent publications. 
n The Formation of the Imperfective Verb Stem in Ohadic 181 
,·elf!l11ll ' 
·.:::----.-graithmayr 1975, and Schuh 1976). The current view however 
Jun · ll k" Ch d" ' ' i' that, historica _Y _spe~ mg, a IC verbs were not invariant and 
· t aspectual d1stmctions (such as Perfective/Imperfective) were 
tb&rked by changes in the verb stem themselves in addition to what-
lll3 r other markers (if any) that might have been used. Languages 
e~e · · · h" h th b 
h as G1s1ga m w 1c e ver stem remains essentially unaltered .;UC 
· ardless of tense/aspect are thus to be viewed as innovative and not :~resentative of the Chadic family as a whole. 
4) IMPERFECTIVE STEM FORMED BY APOPHONY INVOLVING WTERNAL -a-. 
In present-day languages in which the verb stem is altered in 
different aspects, the marked Imperfective stem is derived from the 
basic stem sometimes by apophony, sometimes by suffixation, and 
,;0rnetimes by tonal changes (or some combination of these three 
~eans). Apophony, involving the replacement of a stem-internal 
10wel by -a-, is regarded as the basic, historically earliest process 
by which the Imperfective stem in Chadic was formed. As such, 
this morphological process can be related to similar processes found 
elsewhere in Afroasiatic (cf. Jungraithmayr 1968). The other means 
by which Imperfective stems are now formed in Chadic are thus 
necessarily historically later developments. 
1.2. How well do these four assumptions hold up under careful 
.rrutiny? Assumption (1) might ultimately prove to be correct, 
although it is not obviously so. In order to evaluate it properly, the 
e· ence of the claim would have to be elaborated in greater detail. 
'pecifi.cally, one would need to know in what respects and at which 
levels is this basic binary distinction supposed to be valid. In modern 
West ~hadic languages, for example, one often has to distinguish 
three different aspect stems at the morphological level - Perfective 
ubjuncti:e, and !~perfective - whereas the binary Perfectivej 
Imperfective oppos1t10n generally remains adequate for syntactic 
~urposes. Assumption (2) seems even more questionable. The problem 
t~at, while it is true that the Imperfective stem is usually morpho-
logwally marked, it is not true that the Perfective is always unmarked. 
~ather, it is quite common to find both the Imperfective and Perfec-
hve stems as marked forms in relation to some underlying lexical 
uase, cf. the case of Ron (Jungraithmayr 1970). Assumption (3) is 
•lmost certainly correct. At an earlier period, when our conception 
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• and L)( 
of Chadic was based almost exclusively on Hausa, it see~ 
able to typify the Chadic conjugational system as one . rea~n­
"as in surrounding languages of the Niger-Congo family ~~Which 
remains unaltered ... " (Greenberg 1952: 7). However, with' the_ '7erb 
mation now available on a number of previously undescrib:;nfor. 
guages, we know that the invariant verb stem is not the Chad' Ian. 
d h . . 1c norin an t at many Chadic languages mflect the verb stem itself · 
. . m~ 
to mdicate tense and/or aspect. Our awareness of the import r 
of verbal inflection in Chadic is due in great part to the comp a~ce 
d. . arative stu 1es of Jungra1thmayr (see References). Finally assumpt· 
" . ' ion (4) the apophony hypothesis", seems to me to be certainly ' 
wrong In what follows, I shall demonstrate why I think that this is · 
. . ~a~ 
offer an alternative hypothesis as to how Imperfective stems mi ht 
have been formed in Chadic. g 
1.3. The two languages most often cited as best exemplifying th 
use of apophony in the Imperfective stem forms are Mubi (Eas: 
Chadic) and Ron-Daffo (West Chadic). These two languages will be 
examined for that reason. In addition, I shall also illustrate Imperfec-
tive stem formation in Somrai (another East Chadic language pur-
ported to use apophony) since it provides such a clearcut example 
of confusion between apophony as a morphological process and vowel 
assimilation as a natural phonological process. 
2. The role of apophony in the formation of Imperfective stems in 
MUBI is usually illustrated by Perfective/Imperfective pairs such 
as the following (taken from Jungraithmayr 1973: 2-3): feric/firac 
urinate; goluc/guwc ruminate; bar/birar give; rot/ruaaa enter. 
2.1. The situation looks different, however, if one considers a larger 
list of Mubi verbs in which the infinitive form is also provided. 
Compare the following (taken from Jungraithmayr 1974a: 589): 
Perfective stem Infinitive Imperfective stem 
(a) be silent sol suul-i 8Ulla 
enter rot ruua-i ruaaa 
wash c6p cuub-i cuff a 
meet rob ruub-i ruff a 
cook reb riib-i riff a 
fly ber bir birra 
tVJ'l'!an The Formation of the Imperfective Verb Stem in Ohadic 183 
'Ve ' 
::.---- Perfective stem Infinitive Imperfective stem 
(bl weave rat raa-e riaat 
tak tag , tigak drive out -e 
swallow sac (sa'j-eJ si'jac 
give bar Mr birar 
become tired war war w?-rar 
(c) urinate f eric fara'j-e firac 
bite 'ewit 'awad-e 'uwat 
fall foot 'afad-e 'ufat 
die maat (?) muwat 
approach 'jemik 'jemeg-e 'jimek 
ruminate gol'llc golo'j-e guloc 
dance/play 'uduk 'odog-e 'ud6ok 
wrap 'usuk 'osog-e 'usook 
(d) eat tH (?) tuwaa 
drink sH (?) suwaa 
take cii (?) cuwa 
2.2. It seems clear that the Imperfective stem in Mubi is formed 
not from the Perfective stem, but rather from the verb root, which 
can be identified as the infinitive form minus the final vowel5• Starting 
with the root as defined, the formation of the Imperfective stem can 
best be described not by reference to "apophony" in some general 
sense, but by a series of explicit rules applying regularly to phono-
logically specified classes of verb roots. (The letters below refer to 
the class of examples given above.) 
(a) Diconsonantal roots with a high root vowel form Imperfective 
terns by a suffix Ca (where C represents a copy of the preceding 
consonant), i.e. 
C1Vc+h11(V)C2 -+ C1VC2C2a e.g. bir-+ birra 
This rule is accompanied by a shortening of internal long vowels 
and by certain changes in the geminate consonants themselves, e.g. 
riib- ~ *ribba -+ rifja. Whether these changes are the result of auto-
matic phonological rules in Mubi or whether they are morphologically 
restricted, they are clearly of a secondary nature. 
5 The infinitive marker appears to be -i after a high vowel, -e after a non-
high vowel, and 0 after a eve root where the final e is a sonorant. 
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(b) Diconsonantal roots with /a/ as the root vowel form Imperfe t' 
stems by a suffix aO, i.e. c 1"e 
C1aC2-+ C1a~aC2 e.g. tag -+ *tagag -+ tig<ig [tigakj6 
The replacement of /a/ in the first syllable by /i/ is due to a lll 
general dissimilation rule to be described under (c). ore 
( c) Tri consonantal roots use the root with final tone raised as th 
Imperfective stem. No suffix is added. The quality of the first vo e 
is determined by a dissimilation rule, shared by class (b ), chan~ 
/of to /u/, and /e/ and /a/ to /i/ (with a further change of /if to I 
when followed by a labial consonant)?, e.g. " 
golo>j -+ *gol6'j -+ gulO'j [ gul6c] 
'awad -+ *>aw&J, -+ *>iwad -+ 'uwad ['uwat] 
(d) The three monoconsonantal verbs ("monoverbs") for which I ha\'e 
data form Imperfective stems by use of a suffix (u)waa. The exact 
formulation of the rule would depend on the form of the infinitive of 
these verbs, for which I have no examples; but the Imperfective marker 
itself seems straightforward in any case. 
2.3. From the above, one can generalize that the major produc. 
tive process in the formation of Imperfective stems in Mubi ia 
suffixation, the choice of Ca, aO, or (u)waa being predictable. To the 
extent that there is internal vowel change, it is of a secondary nature 
(a phonological appendage to the primary process) and not a reflex 
of true apophony functioning as a morphological device. 
2.4. The real apophony in Mubi is to be found in the Perfective 
stem. As indicated earlier in discussing assumption (2), the Perfective 
is ideally an unmarked aspect and the Perfective stem is ideally an 
unmarked stem, identical to the underlying verb base. In Mubi, 
this happens not to be the case. Rather, the Perfective stem is also 
a marked, inflected form, being derived from the basic/infinitive form 
by certain morphological means - one of which, synchronically at 
least, appears to be apophony. 
6 One can assume that the g to k change in final position is simply a mani· 
festation of a more general rule affecting all obstruents in Mubi, whereby the 
voiceless/voiced/glottalized contrast is neutralized in that position. 
7 If the /i/ is preceded by a palatal consonant, the change to /u/ is blocked. 
e.g. 'ifat -+ 'ufat, but 'jimek remains as it is. 
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3
'Irnperfective stem is SoMRAI, also an East Chadic language, but 
the ing to a different subbranch from Mubi. Consider the following belong . 8 
kn from Jungra1thmayr 1976) : (ta e 
Perfec- Imperf ec-
die 
keeP 
deceive 
cough 
eat (rneat) 
fill 
call 
loosen (1), 
Jose (1) 
tive tive 
mar mara 
gam gama 
lam lama 
,as, >asa 
wom wama 
>won >wana 
>wogfi >waga 
nol nwala 
clew dYawa 
drink 
Perfec-
tive 
sMJ 
give birth y~ 
stand up so 
show 
Imperfec-
tive 
shaa 
yaa 
SWaa 
refuse giny gin ya 
bite yidi yida 
halt clibi cliba 
seize yfi y~a 
descend sht sh~a 
wa waa bury mu moo run 
plant 
swallow sh~ shaa ( < *mua) 
3.1. As seen from the examples, the Imperfective stem in Somrai 
is formed in a regular manner by the addition of a vocalic suffix 
to the basic/perfective stem. In the case of polyconsonantal verbs 
with final i (in all of which the final C is an obstruent), the i is dropped 
before the suffix is added. The underlying form of the suffix is -a. 
The actually occurring surface forms result from the application of 
the following rules: 
(1) Assimilation of suffix to high stem vowel 
a-+ a/ Vr+hiJ-- e.g. *gtl-a -+ gtla 
(2) Assimilation of mid stem vowel to suffix 
o/e -+a/ __ a e.g. wom-a -+ wama 
Note 1: "Hidden" labialization and palatalization reappear before 
a, i.e. nola -+ nwala 
Note 2: The examples available suggest the interpretation of o 
and e as a after labialized and palatalized C's, respectively, 
i.e. nol < *nwal, clew < *clYaw. If this is correct, then 
assimilation rule (2) can be restated as a-+ a/ __ a, 
which is even simpler than the already simple o/e -+a rule. 
8 In the Somrai examples, ~ represents the higher and ~ the lower of the 
two centralized vowels; this is the reverse of the transcription system used by 
Jungraithmayr. 
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(3) Vowel simplification in CVV verbs 
CV1V2-+ CV2V2 
e.g. ya-a -+ yaa y'1-a-+ yaa 
Afrika und Obersee B 
, and LX 
-----....: 
3.2. While there are obviously surface differences bet 
· p r . . ween vo L 
m some eriect1ve/Imperfective pairs in Somrai· th well! t d £ . , ese are full 
coun e or by the simple, phonologically natural rules just y ac-
Recourse to apophony in these cases introduces a cumb presented. 
Pholo · l d · · ersome m g1ca ev1ce mto the picture for which there is . or. 
and no need. no evidence 
4. Within the RoN group of languages (West Ch di 
is best illustrated by Ron-Daffo. Here the use f .at c), apophony 
rt · o m ernal -aa ( 1 
ce am tonal changes) to form the Imperfective stem ("H b~ pus 
stamm") is regular and presumably productive, as in the f:n::~iv­
(all Ron data taken from Jungraithmayr 1970): mg 
Ron-Daffo 
Basic Imperfec- Basic Imperfec-Stem tive Stem Stem tive Stem 
cook jih fYaah break Bak Baak beat zut zWaat be sly njulus 
cut le/ lYaaf njulwaaa swear shiriet shic£11aat die mot mwaat 
4.1. In Ron-Kulere, o~y verbs with a high vowel in the basic 
stem form th~ Imperfective stem by internal -aa-. Other verbs form 
the Imperfective stem by adding a suffix -ay Th' uffix . . b bli to . is s is accompamed 
Y .0 ga ry s.tem-vowel assimilation in the case of stems with /e/, 
opt10nal or lexically specific assimilation in the case of stems with 
/of, e.g.: 
Ron-Kulere 
Basic Imperfec- Basic Imperfec-
Stem tive Stem Stem tive Stem 
beg ndim ndYaam kill zllel zYalay 
throw mbil mbYaal die mot m(;tay 
beat duk dWaak pound lot lwatay 
fall fur jWaar do wot w6tay/watay 
know 
pay tal talay 
sYen sYanay jump la1J lavay 
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~on-Sha forms the Imperfective stem by reduplicating the 
final VC of the stem. Verbs with a high vowel in the basic stem 
eplace the stem vowel by a before applying the reduplication rule. 
~n verbs with more than one vowel, the vowel replacement applies 
onlY to the last vowel (as is also the case in Ron-Daffo), e.g.: 
}lon-Sha 
Basic Imperfec- Basic Imperfec-
Stem tive Stem Stem tive Stem 
ask yil yalal mix yer yerer 
Ji ck Zig lYagag die mot m6tot 
dance wun wanan say ton tonbn 
grind nuv nwavav pay tal talal 
jump bin bYanan break Mk Mkak 
send tis tYasas spit tiyaf tiyafaf 
kn OW sYen sYenen repair dumo> dumo>o> 
4.3. From a synchronic point of view, one must acknowledge the 
existence of apophony in the formation of at least some Imperfective 
stems in at least some Ron languages. The situation is thus not the 
same as in Mubi, Somrai, and other East Chadic languages where 
apophony in the proper sense of the term does not exist. The question 
as it affects Ron is an historical one: is the use of apophony in forming 
Imperfective stems a retention of an archaic feature, as has been 
assumed (e.g. Jungraithmayr 1968), or is it the result of relatively 
recent innovations~ If it were an archaic feature inherited from the 
earliest Chadic period, it should be easily reconstructable for the 
ancestor language of the closely related Ron group. But this is not 
the case. Consider the following table in which Imperfective stems 
in Daffo, Kulere, and Sha are put side by side. 
BASIC STEM FORM IMPERFECTIVE STEM 
Daffo Kulere Sha 
CiC: jih/ndim/lig jYaah nd11aam lYag-ag 
cook beg lick 
CuC: zut/dulc/bur zWaat dwaak bwar-ar 
beat beat bury 
CeC: hYek/sYen/sYen hYaak sYan-ay sYen-en 
kill know know 
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__________________ A=fri__:":.:.ka~und Obersee, Bana L }( 
BASIC STEM FORM IMPERFECT~ 
Daffo Kulere Sha 
CoC : 
CaC: 
mot/mot/mot 
die die die 
jah/tal/tal 
pound pay pay 
m6t-ay m6t-ot 
faah tal-ay tal-dl 
4.4. Given the closeness in relationship of these languages d 
l · · an the regu anty m the tonal correspondences, one can assume th t 
I £ · · a the 
mper ect1ve stems m the three languages represent cognate co t 
t . d · d f · ns rue. ions enve rom a smgle Proto-Ron construction If one t · 
1 · nes to re ate the present-day forms in a systematic way it becom l h ' · es cear 
t at t~e proto-language could not have formed Imperfective stems 
according to the Daffo model. Rather, the comparative ev 'd 
. t . h d' . i ence pom s m t e rrect1on of a Proto-Ron system which looks most like 
Kulere. I would suggest the following model. 
. 4.5. The primary process by which Imperfective stems were formed 
m Prot~-Ron was by the addition of a suffix -ay9. This suffix was 
used _with all verbs. regardless of their phonological shape. Accom-
pany1~g the suffixat10n was an obligatory assimilation rule i/~/u ~a 
affectmg the last vowel of the verb base, e.g. GuG + ay -+ GuGay ~ 
Gwa('ay. These vocalic changes, though assimilatory in origin, had 
probably already begun to acquire independent morphological value 
even before the break-up of Proto-Ron into its individual languag 
The non-high vowels of Proto-Ron verbs presumably retained th: 
values and did not assimilate to the -ay suffix. 
4.6. The derivation of the present-day forms from this reconstructed 
system poses no problems. The innovations experienced by each of 
the three languages can be outlined as follows: 
Daffo: (1) Extension of the stem vowel -+ a rule to all vowels 
regardless of height. (2) Deletion of the -ay suffix with compensatory 
lenghtening of the preceding vowe110, e.g.: 
*CwoCay > *CwaCay > CwaaC (mot/mwaat) 
9 In addition to Kulere, wh ere its usage is still quite general, traces of the -ay 
suffix can also be found in Bokkos, Butura, and Sha. 
10 The correctness of this historical lenghtening rule is evident when one 
looks ~losely at Kulere, where the Imperfective stem has a long vowel if the 
suffix is absent and a short vowel if it is present, wh ether the stem vowel h88 
altered or not. 
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J{ulere: (1) Deletion of the -ay suffix with compensatory'lenghtening 
f the preceding vowel but only in the case of vowel-altered stems, i.e. 
~hose with a high vowel in the basic form; retention of the suffix 
lsewhere. (2) Extension of the stem vowel -+a rule to /e/ (obligatory) 
:nd to /o/ (optional) , e.g.: 
*CwaCay> CwaaC 
*CYeCay > CYaCay 
cf. CoCay [no change] 
( duk/dwaak) 
(sYen/sYanay) 
(mot/m6tay) 
Sha: Replacement of the suffix -ay by a reduplicative suffix VC, e.g.: 
*CoCay > CoCVC (mot/m6tot) 
5. On the basis of the analyses of Mubi, Somrai, and Ron presented 
here, plus a careful examination of other commonly mentioned "apo-
phony" languages (such as Migama and Mokulu), I have come to the 
conclusion that there is little evidence to support the idea that 
apophony played a role in the formation of the Imperfective aspect 
stern in Proto-Chadic or in any early period of Chadic linguistic 
history. I would add, moreover, that recourse to apophony as an 
explanatory device in the analysis of the verbal systems of modern 
Chadic languages is a highly questionable procedure even at the purely 
descriptive level. One can here draw parallels to the situation in 
Sernitic studies, where the preoccupation with finding verb stems 
of the Akkadian "Present" type has sometimes led to "une vue 
apriorique des systemes verbaux de ces differentes langues et une 
interpretation inexacte de la documentation historique" (Cohen 1974: 
285). 
6. Having rejected the role of apophony in the formation of 
Imperfective stems, the question that naturally follows is how were 
they formed 1 Without pretending to be able to give a full and 
complete answer at this stage, I would suggest that two things do 
seem very probable: first, that Imperfective stems were formed by 
suffixation - not by prefixation or infixation or apophony - and 
secondly, that the Imperfective suffix, which I shall symbolize as 
*(w)a, contained the vowel a. Whether the suffix was actually -a 
or -wa or both, under phonologically determined environments (as 
I am inclined to think), or some other combination of consonant 
+ a or a + consonant is still to be determined. The situation is 
complicated because many languages display variant surface forms 
of the Imperfective stem depending on the phonological shape of 
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285). 
6. Having rejected the role of apophony in the formation of 
Imperfective stems, the question that naturally follows is how were 
they formed 1 Without pretending to be able to give a full and 
complete answer at this stage, I would suggest that two things do 
seem very probable: first, that Imperfective stems were formed by 
suffixation - not by prefixation or infixation or apophony - and 
secondly, that the Imperfective suffix, which I shall symbolize as 
*(w)a, contained the vowel a. Whether the suffix was actually -a 
or -wa or both, under phonologically determined environments (as 
I am inclined to think), or some other combination of consonant 
+ a or a + consonant is still to be determined. The situation is 
complicated because many languages display variant surface forms 
of the Imperfective stem depending on the phonological shape of 
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the verbal base, the presence or absence of objects, or other ~ 
Moreover, it is not always possible in the case of individual langua s. 
to tell whether the Imperfective aspect stem one now finds is trul ges 
reflex of the original Imperfective stem or whether it is an old ver~ ~ 
noun or perhaps a new verbal derivative. Nevertheless, the existen: 
of Imperfective stems with a suffix containing a is so widespre~ 
throughout Chadic that we can be reasonably confident that th· 
represents an inherited Proto-Chadic feature11• The following li : 
which does not purport to be exhaustive, illustrates strikingly t~~ 
prevalence and widespread distribution of this *( w )a suffix. 
LANGUAGE GLOSS VERB BASE SUFFIX I:MPERFECTIVE STE:\! 
Mu bi fly bir- Ga birra 
Migama wrap kutum- Ga k6t6mma,12 
" eat ti- teewa wa 
Jegu ask maad- a maada 
Dangla open pil- a pila (habitual) 
" " " pilaw (progressive) aw 
Mokulu do 'es- a 'esti (futurepa 
Sokoro bend kon- a k:nna 
Somrai keep gam- a gama 
Zime (Dabrang) die mat- a mata 
Ron (Kulere) know sYen- ay sYanay 
Proto-Ron *CVC *ay *CV Cay 
Hausa chop saar- aa saaraa14 
" stop tsay- tsayaawaa waa 
11 Jungraithmayr obviously recognized the existence of a suffixes, but inter-
preted them in the context of apophony rather than as representing an indepen-
dent process. Note his statement (1975:402) that in certain languages the 
"extension by means of an internal -aa. has been reduced to a suffix -a". 
12 For an interesting analysis of the Migama verbal system in terms of inter· 
acting morphological and phonological processes, see Wolff (1976) . 
13 In Mokulu, it is the stem used in the future that reflects the original 
Imperfective, and not the form used in the progressive tense, which is a verbal 
noun (Lukas 1974/75). 
a The interpretation of the final -aa of Grade II verbs as being etymo· 
logically related to the Imperfective stem suffix is a radical idea of mine that 
I hope to justify in due course. 
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J,J\N"GUAGE GLOSS VERB BASE SUFFIX IMPERFECTIVE STEM 
J{anakuru go out por- ma p6rrrui,15 
Bole fry surr- a sumz 
J{arekare catch caw- aa cawaa 
Ngizim cook bm- a b?Jna 
7, In Newman and Schuh (1974: 8), we described the formation 
of the Imperfective stem in Chadic in terms of "suffixation or infi~a­
tion of *awa". In Schuh (1976:9), the formula for the Imperfective 
is similarly given with both a suffixed and an infixed a. One can see 
that we were caught between the empirical/comparative evidence that 
pointed increasingly in the direction of a suffix *( w )a and the 
generally accepted (and seemingly well-documented) view that apo-
phony (specifically internal -a-) was the primary device by which 
Imperfective stems were formed in Chadic. The aim of the present 
paper has been to challenge the validity of this long-held apophony 
theory and to propose an alternative solution to the question of 
Imperfective stem formation in Chadic. 
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Tschadische Studien I 
Beitrage zur Kenntnis des Mukulu 
(Republique du Tchad) 
Von J. Lukas 
(SchluB) 
Konjugationsformen (KjgF) 
9.35 ImpfB und PfB sind Ausgangspunkte for eine Anzahl von 
Konjugationsformen (KjgF). Dieser allgemeine Ausdruck wird hier 
verwendet, da sich eine detailliertere Unterscheidung der einzelnen 
KjgF vorlaufig nicht mit Erfolg durchfiihren IaBt. Hierin sind auch 
die Imperativformen eingeschlossen, von denen einige adhortatives 
Geprage aufweisen und bei denen der Gebrauch von Subjektsprono-
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~ts obligat ist. Die Beschreibung der_ KjgF fallt ungleich aus, 
::uber einige reichliche, iiber andere sparliche Angaben vorhanden 
sin:Ue KjgF bestehen zum mindesten aus einem Subjektspronom~n 
SP) einer der beiden Basen (ImpfB, PfB) und einem Suffix (Bas1s-(uffi~). In der folgenden Dhersicht wird das SP meist d~rch eine der 
8 
en fiir die 3. Sing. angedeutet. Wahrend dessen i-Formen als 
Form · di F d" a 
, d auch als yii angegeben werden, erschemen ea- ormen iueren-
yi un I ' ' ' ... · t b . ht 
·ert nach Vokallange und Ton as ya, ya, yaa, yaa; es is a er me 
;elungen, die Unterscheidung dieser stets sicher durchzufiihren. 
A. Von der ImpfB abgeleitete Formen 
I. yi + VN 
9.36 Die aus der Verbindung i-Pronomen plus Verbalnomen zu-
ammengesetzten Formen ha hen eine prasentische Bedeutung; sie ~eschreiben einen Vorgang oder einen Zustand. Z.B. (die Zahl hinter 
dem VN bezeichnet die Gruppe) 
n-ormiy6 ( < n£->ormiy6) (I) ich werde miide 
t-ettiy6 ( < t£->ettiy6) (I) sie kommt 
ni-daaniya (2) ich folge 
nii-dellis6 (3) ich warte 
ni-ki-geyyis6 (3) ich liebe dich 
nii-ga»irsa (4) ich brate 
n-ollige ( < ni->ollige) (5) ich h<>re 
ni-kaza (6) ich zeige, ich informiere. 
2. yii + VN 
9.37. In adhortativem Sinn ist yii-ni-daaniya! ,,er soll mir folgen !" 
belegt. 
3. yda + VN 
9.38. Offenbar besteht die Moglichkeit, das VN mit einem a-
Pronomen zu verbinden. In den Beispielen nda-cleegu ,,ich vermindere", 
nda-ziidiy6 ,,ich vermehre" und naa-k0liy6 ,,ich gehe hinauf (im 
Preis1)" konnten Absichtsformen vorliegen; vgl. nii-ti-cleegu ,,ich ver-
rnindere". 
4. yi + ImpfB + e 
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